
ITAD
Secure Data Process

Decommissioning Done Right



Wiped, Certif ied, 
Guaranteed.. .



Security and Responsibility. We know that sensitive data must be treated with 

great responsibility. Old hardware must be audited, securely transported and 

throughly erased to protect your company’s and your client’s valuable data. 

The security of your data is crucial and the ability to track this process must 

be transparent. Mohawk’s proven Secure Data Process allows tracking and 

transparency. Your data security is our precious cargo.



Decommissioning existing IT hardware in 

order to usher in cutting edge IT solutions 

requires processing your data center 

hardware the right way. There 

will be many parts that 

must be accounted for 

and vast amounts of 

secure data that must 

be protected.

With Mohawk as 

your ITAD partner 

decommissioning your 

data center will be secure and 

profitable.

Data Center
Decommissioning



Process is the backbone of successful data center 

decommissioning. Our process entails auditing, 

inventory and logging of all hardware and parts. 

Accounting for all equipment being removed from your 

data center is key in ensuring proper processing of all 

hardware and data security procedures.

Inventory and Documentation



Compliance. There are many rules and regulations 

regarding Data Security. Being in compliance with 

industry, corporate, or regulatory standards such 

as adhering to General Data Protection Regulation 

(GDPR) and state requirements like the California 

Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA).

What About The Risk?



Here is the real key to ITAD. You may have thousands of dollars worth 

of used hardware but it is currently filled with your company’s and your 

client’s valuable data.

 

Data that must be securely wiped, certified and guaranteed...Sanitization 

is critical in this process. Security breaches must be prevented by 

correctly handling and data wiping every piece of used hardware.

 

Mohawk offers multiple tiers of Data Sanitization to meet your 

Compliance obligations. Talk to you ITAD specialist for a quote today. 

Data Sanitization



Have Mohawk ITAD team at your side while 

decommissioning your data center for peace of mind. 

Work flow and data destruction will be considered 

onsite. Allow us to work with your company to protect 

your assets in real time.

Mohawk On-Site



High value equipment can be refurbished and resold 

to create a new revenue stream for your company. You 

can use this money to stretch your IT budget. Mohawk 

will help you recover as much value as possible from 

your equipment as you’re decommissioning your data 

center. ITAD allows your company to do the right thing 

with your used hardware, keeping it out of landfills 

and also allows your company to get top dollar for 

your used hardware.

A New Income 
Stream



The Logistics...From Transit Strategy to Chain of Custody Mohawk ITAD team has 

got you covered. Know who’s handling and processing your decommissioned 

hardware. Know your in good hands. Know you’re data and equipment is secure.

The Nitty Gritty










